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Chapter 11: Insurance
Applying for Insurance:

Step 1: Choosing the right insurance company
Fill in the blanks:
When a person decides to get________, the first thing they should consider is
what exactly they want to insure. This will affect which type of insurer the
contact, such as _____ insurance, ________ insurance etc.
Most insurance ____________ provide different types of insurance. For
example, Aviva offers car, home, ________ and _______ insurance.
A ______ who wants insurance can also contact an insurance ______. An
insurance _______ sells __________ for a number of different insurance
companies. They can offer ______ about which company is best suited to a
person’s needs.

Step 2: The Proposal Form:
1. Explain the keyword ‘Proposal form’.
2. What does the form require the proposer to provide?
3. Draw out the proposal form on page 132-133 from your textbook.

Step 3: The Premium:
1. Explain the keyword ‘premium’.

Step 4: The Insurance Documents:
When all details have been agreed, the insurer will send on the insurance
documents to the insured person. These documents are: the insurance policy
and the certificate of insurance.
Please explain the two underlined keywords above.
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Placemat Activities:
Household Insurance: as you will see from your textbook, there are 4 main
headings under household insurance.
1. House insurance
2. Life assurance
3. Car insurance
4. Personal insurance
Under each of the above headings, these types of insurance are then broken
down into small sections as you will see in your textbook page 134-135.
I want you to create 4 placemats for each heading above- how is this done????
So put your main heading in the centre of your page and then divide your page
into sections depending on how many subheadings are under your type of
insurance. Then, I want you to read the sections in your book and explain each
subheading in once sentence on your placemat.
See the layout of the placemat for 1. House Insurance
1. Buildings insurance: covers damage to the house itself. E.g: walls, roof
etc.

Household
2. Contents
Insurance:
Covers damage and
theft of the items
inside the house.
e.g furniture
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3. All risks
insurance:
covers the loss
or damage of
To a person’s
belongings even when
they are outside the
house. E.g jewellery stolen
on holidays.
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